Mariak Industries Inc. and Patrician Window Coverings Inc. is a proud to be a state-of-the-art wholesale
fabricator of quality window coverings in the United States and a distributor of Phifer SheerWeave® &
Mermet® brand of sun control fabrics. Our collection and offering of roller shade fabrics will remain
UNCHANGED and will include the Phifer SheerWeave® & Mermet® brand of sun control fabrics.
Established in 1986, we are the largest private label wholesale fabricator with 330,000 square feet of
manufacturing space in the United States with over 630 employees.
With shipping and delivery from Southern California and Texas to the United States and Canada we have the
ability to meet and exceed the customer expectations and services that are required in Contract Commercial,
Educational, Heath-Care, Hospitality and Military applications with quality, speed and competitive pricing.
Innovative product design and continual product development with a focus on Child Safety Standards & Green
Initiatives are a priority. In our continued partnership with our vendors we will provide our dealers with the
best quality and highest service.
The fabricating capabilities that our two factories offer can provide specialized features such as Level Correct
Fascia Brackets™, Safe Grip Spline Fabric Attachment System™,
heavy-duty commercial clutch options, multiple fascia and hembar options, dual shade options and
motorization.
Our capability to digitally print graphic images or logos and fabricate sun control roller/solar shades in-house
gives us the ability to provide the fastest lead-times and the highest quality from the smallest to the largest
contract orders.
Coming soon…new innovative couplers, motor options, privacy channels and a roller shade sampling! Stay
tuned for the next newsletter!
We greatly appreciate our partnership with Phifer® & Mermet® and our relationship and support of our valued
dealers.
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